North Mountains

A Wonderful Show by Nature

The North Mountains, the second highest land mass in Europe, is often overlooked by tourists. The region is covered with forests and lakes and offers a wide variety of outdoor activities. The North Mountains are characterized by their rugged beauty and the diverse wildlife that can be found here.

The Black Lake (Crno jezero) is the largest lake in Montenegro, situated in the heart of the North Mountains. It is surrounded by forests and offers beautiful views of the surrounding mountains.

The Tara Canyon (Tara Reka) is the deepest canyon in Europe, with a depth of over 700 meters. It is a popular destination forCanyoning and rafting.

Biogradska Gora

The National Park is the oldest national park in the Balkans and is located in the northwestern part of Montenegro. It is known for its rich flora and fauna, including rare species of plants and animals.

The River of Bojana

This river is a tributary of the Danube River and is famous for its beautiful scenery and waterfalls.

The Bay of Kotor

The Bay of Kotor is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is known for its beautiful coastline and historic towns.

Budva Riviera

This town is considered one of the oldest in the Balkans. The ancient city of Budva was built on the site of today's town.

Montenegro Coast Traverser

This route offers a comprehensive view of Montenegro's coastline, with stops at all the major towns and beaches.

Cetinje & the Lovchen Massif

Cetinje is the capital of Montenegro and is known for its rich history and beautiful architecture. The Lovchen Massif is a beautiful mountain range in the center of Montenegro.

The Ostrog Monastery

This monastery is located on a cliff on the Ostrog Mountain and is considered one of the most beautiful monasteries in the Balkans.

Adresses

National Tourist Organization of Montenegro
Bulevar 26. aprila 5
85000 Cetinje
+382 26 330 000
naton@naton.gov.me

South Seaside

Azura and Green

Mogren Beach is a popular destination for beachgoers, with its clear blue waters and white sandy beaches.

Montenegro WILD BEAUTY

Off the beaten tracks

Black mountains, blue sea, green mountains, and pristine lakes make this area a true paradise.

Centre

Plains & Plateaux

The Heart of Montenegro

The Central Region, including the capital city of Podgorica, is the heartland of Montenegro. It is known for its rich history and cultural traditions.
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Quick Facts

Population: 623,000
Language: Serbian, Bosnian, Montenegrin, Albanian
Time Zone: +1
Dialing Code: +382
Currency: Euro
Website: www.montenegro.travel

Tourist Map of Montenegro

Thurs., the young town of Budva, was built on a spacious plateau at the foot of Mount Lovcen, a small hill, with a Venetian fort, with its walls and towers, and its small church. Montenegro and its capital, Podgorica, is a land of contrasts, with rugged mountains and beautiful beaches.

But, in the area around Budva, the climate is more temperate, with milder winters and warmer summers. The beaches are often rocky and the sea is clean and clear.

The most popular town is the coastal town of Bar, which is known for its beautiful beaches and historic old town. The old town of Bar is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is famous for its beautiful architecture, including the ancient city walls and the Bar Castle.